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Introduction
Hey there…
Thanks for checking out this Free Report. First off let me introduce myself. My name is Aidan
Corkery and I am from the Republic of Ireland. My I actually work full time as a history and
geography teacher in a school about 25 minutes outside our capital city Dublin.
I have been working part time as an internet marketer since June 2014. I never had any
intention of making money online or starting an online business but fast forward one year and I
have made allot of progress quite quickly, quicker than I ever thought possible
My first steps into the world of internet marketing happened by accident when I watched a
product review video on YouTube. At the end of this particular video the guy in the video told me
he was involved in an online community that taught people how to generate and extra income
online.
As I was on my summer holidays from work I was sitting at home quite bored with nothing to do,
so I was extremely interested in what this guy had to say so I clicked the link in his video
description.
It was after this point I was taken to an opt-in page and then onto a membership site where I
began to learn the basics of what it took make an online business function. Buying a domain
name, setting up an auto responder, generating traffic, squeeze pages etc.
I was eager to learn and began to as lots of questions to different people on Facebook. The big
problem I had was generating traffic. My budget was pretty small so I couldn’t invest in lots of
paid traffic for the affiliate offer I was promoting so I was eventually pointed towards YouTube
and told this was the best place to generate FREE Traffic
So I began making random videos and uploading them thinking I could get them ranked to the
first page for everyone I uploaded. I had very little success starting off and I made ALLOT of
videos starting off.
But it wasn’t until I was taught a particular strategy from my first coach (Dave Reineke), where I
finally began to see massive success in generating traffic. And best of all this Traffic was
TARGETED Traffic. Meaning the people coming to my offer were specifically interested in
making money online or starting their own online business. So they were far more likely to be
converted into a customer/buyer
This strategy I used to earn close to $1000 in profit is the same strategy I am going to teach you
in this report. You can implement into your business straight away if you decide to take action
on what you learn.
So let’s not waste any more time and get straight into it. We will now discuss the appropriate
steps you need to take to generate free targeted traffic from YouTube

Hot To Generate FREE TAGRETED Traffic from YouTube
*Depending on your level of ability and experience you may be able to skip some of these steps
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Step 1: Set Up a YouTube Account & Channel
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Step 2: Finding Digital Products to do Reviews On
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Step 2: Finding Digital Products to do Reviews On
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Step 3: What to Discuss In Your Product Review Videos
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Step 4: Ranking Your Product Review Video on YouTube
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Step 4: Ranking Your Product Review Video on YouTube
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*Disclaimer- I cannot guarantee your success, results may differ for people.
I am just providing information that has personally worked for me. It is up to
you to put this information into action.

Thank you very much for downloading this FREE Report
If you would like to watch a Step by Step over the shoulder Video training
of how I put all of this together you can check out my website here –
http://tubeenigma.com/
To Your Success,
Aidan Corkery
Extras Resources:
How to Create Cool Thumbnails for Your Videos
How to Profit From Facebook Using Simple Free Tools
How an Ex History Teacher Earned $29,000 on Fiverr
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